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Abstract—A crucial point on the successful deployment of
multicast services is the enhanced reliability by means of advanced error control schemes. To this direction Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) has standardized exclusively for
Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Services (MBMS) the use of a
Forward Error Correction (FEC) mechanism on the application
layer based on Raptor codes. Since the standardized systematic,
fountain Raptor code is now considered obsolete, the emergence
of a new variant of Raptor codes, named RaptorQ, provides
enhanced capabilities for mobile multicast services. In this paper,
we provide a performance comparison of the standardized
Raptor Application Layer FEC (AL-FEC) scheme with the very
promising RaptorQ FEC code. We examine the enhancements
that RaptorQ introduces on the AL-FEC protection robustness,
providing a thorough performance analysis in comparison with
the current Raptor FEC scheme. Furthermore, in order to
verify the improved performance of RaptorQ, we provide several
simulation results utilizing the ns-3 environment, considering the
application of both the examined AL-FEC schemes over multicast
services for next generation mobile networks.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Broadcast and multicast are techniques specified to efficiently transmit datagrams from a single source entity to multiple destinations. For multiple mobile subscribers, a broadcast
and multicast service allow to share radio and core network resources and therefore offer many advantages as far as resource
utilization within the core and the radio access network. To this
direction, Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has
firstly introduced Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Services
(MBMS) [1] as a new feature in Release 6 specifications, in
order to efficiently deliver data from a single source to several
destinations in a point-to-multipoint (ptm) way.
A crucial point on the provision of reliability over mobile
multicast delivery is the use of a Forward Error Correction
(FEC) scheme on the application layer. FEC, unlike the
common methods for error control is not based on lost or
corrupted packets retransmission, since the error correction is
“forward” in the sense that redundant data are transmitted in
advance with the source information, in order to obtain the
receivers the ability to overcome packet losses. The application of FEC on ptm reliability protocols provides particular
advantages. The most important property of FEC codes is

the ability to use the same FEC packets to repair simultaneously different independent packet losses at multiple receivers,
without the need of the costly or impossible procedure of
packets retransmission. However, FEC has its own cost since
it requires a higher “forward” channel bandwidth. Therefore,
FEC protection must be carefully applied with respect to the
current network conditions, in order to achieve an efficient and
reliable multicast delivery.
In order to meet the error free transmission requirement
of demanding applications, 3GPP recommends the use of the
systematic, fountain Raptor code as an Application Layer FEC
(AL-FEC) protection mechanism exclusively for MBMS [1].
However, since Raptor FEC was standardized there has been
significant progress in the design of FEC codes. RaptorQ is
the most recent member of Raptor codes family, providing
exceptional protection performance and enhanced encoding
parameters. To this direction, a general FEC framework is
introduced in [2] describing the application of AL-FEC to
arbitrary packet flows based on the Raptor and RaptorQ FEC
codes.
Since the emergence and the 3GPP standardization of
Raptor codes, several works have covered extensively the
analysis and the evaluation of the systematic, fountain Raptor
code as an AL-FEC protection scheme over mobile multicast
environments. The authors of [3] provide an analytical investigation of the Raptor FEC performance, evaluating the tradeoffs between AL-FEC and physical layer FEC over MBMS
download delivery for UMTS systems. The work presented
in [4] studies the Raptor application for MBMS services
over 3G mobile cellular networks considering the impacts
of AL-FEC on the telecommunication cost. The work in [5]
provides a performance evaluation of the Raptor FEC scheme
for streaming services over Long Term Evolution (LTE) singlecell MBMS environments considering several system and FEC
encoding parameters. Moreover, a comprehensive analysis of
the processes behind the design and the performance of Raptor
and RaptorQ FEC codes is provided in [6]. Finally, the
authors of [7] evaluate the application of RaptorQ compared to
Raptor code focusing on the decoding complexity and energy
consumption on embedded mobile systems.
In this work we provide a performance analysis of the
newly introduced RaptorQ code in comparison with the 3GPP
standardized Raptor FEC scheme. We analyze the differentiation points of the two Raptor codes family members and

we highlight on the enhanced performance promised by the
new RaptorQ code. Furthermore, through the ns-3 simulation
environment [8], we evaluate the application of both the
examined AL-FEC codes over mobile download and streaming
delivery scenarios, investigating several mobile FEC encoding
parameters.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II
we present the AL-FEC mechanism integration in the 3GPP
MBMS standard. Furthermore, we provide a description of the
two examined members of the Raptor codes family including
a comparative analysis between them. Section III presents
the mobile multicast simulation environment we utilized, in
order to simulate AL-FEC protected download and streaming
delivery sessions. In Section IV we present the conducted
experimental results and finally, in Section V we draw our
conclusions and we describe some possible future steps.
II. R APTOR CODES OVER M ULTICAST S ERVICES
In this section we provide a brief description of the AL-FEC
application over the 3GPP MBMS environment. Thereafter, we
describe the performance modeling of the two examined ALFEC schemes and a functional comparison between the two
members of the Raptor codes family is finally provided.
A. 3GPP MBMS
The 3GPP multicast services standard, named MBMS [1],
is a unidirectional ptm service in which data are transmitted
from a single source to a group of multiple mobile endpoints
in a specific service area. 3GPP defines two delivery methods
namely, download and streaming. The MBMS user plane
protocol stack of both delivery methods is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Download uses the FLUTE protocol which is carried over
UDP/IP and is independent of the IP version and the underlying link layers used. In order to apply AL-FEC protection
on the MBMS download delivery, the transmitted file is
partitioned in one or several source blocks each consisting
of k source symbols. For each source block, redundant repair
symbols are generated through FEC encoding with a unique
ID assigned on each resulting encoding symbol. Subsequently,
one or more encoding symbols are placed in each FLUTE
packet payload with the resulting packets encapsulated in UDP
and distributed over the IP multicast flow. Furthermore, 3GPP
defines a post-delivery procedure to provide file repair features
for the MBMS download delivery. A MBMS client is able to
determine which source symbols should have been received
but have not. Therefore, each MBMS client is able to send a
file repair request message to a file repair server for unreceived
symbols, with the server responding through a point-to-point
(ptp) or a ptm data delivery of the requested repair data.
On streaming delivery, RTP is the application layer protocol
which provides means for sending real-time or streaming data
over UDP transport layer. The MBMS AL-FEC streaming
framework operates on RTP/UDP flows. A copy of the source
packets is forwarded to the Raptor encoder and arranged in a
source block with each packet occupying a new empty row of
T bytes. The source block is filled up to k rows, where the
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value of k can be different for each source block. After forming
a FEC source block from the packets to be protected together,
the Raptor encoder generates the desired repair symbols which
are then sent using the FEC repair packet format.
B. Raptor codes
In general, AL-FEC codes can be considered as correcting
codes for an erasure channel, where a symbol is sent with
the receiver either receiving or not the transmitted symbol.
AL-FEC aims to cope with these symbol erasures by adding
some redundancy in the transmitted data. Raptor codes were
firstly introduced as a FEC erasure code in [9]. Raptor codes
are fountain codes, meaning that as many encoding symbols
as desired can be generated by the encoder on-the-fly from
the source symbols of a source block of data and are one of
the first known classes of fountain codes with linear encoding
and decoding time. In preparation of the encoding, a certain
amount of data is collected within a FEC source block. The
data of a source block are further divided into k source symbols
of a fixed symbol size. Subsequently, the Raptor encoder
generates n encoding symbols from the k<n source symbols,
which are transmitted to the receiver. The decoder is able to
recover the whole source block from any set of encoding symbols only slightly more in number than the source symbols.
The performance of a Raptor AL-FEC code can be described
by the decoding failure probability in function of the number
of source and received symbols. Moreover, a crucial point
for the robustness of an AL-FEC protected delivery is the
transmission overhead, which is defined as the amount of the
redundant information divided by the amount of source data
and is equal to the fraction (N−K)/K in terms of percentage
where N denotes the number of transmitted encoding packets
and K denotes the number of the source packets.
The 3GPP MBMS standardized Raptor code [1] is a systematic code i.e., the original source symbols are within the stream
of the transmitted symbols. The decoding failure probability
of the standardized Raptor code can accurately be modeled by
(1) [10]:

1,
if n < k
pfR (n, k) =
(1)
n−k
0.85 × 0.567
,
if n ≥ k

Recently, an enhanced Raptor code has been emerged at
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [11] in order to
address the performance drawbacks of the standardized Raptor
code. This newer member of Raptor codes family is known
as RaptorQ code. RaptorQ is also a systematic code with
significantly more efficient performance than the older Raptor
code, in terms of superior flexibility, support for larger source
block sizes and better coding efficiency. The enhanced design
of RaptorQ addresses the Raptor code recovery performance
limitations, resulting in a very close to an ideal fountain code
performance described by (2) [12]:

1,
if n < k
pfRQ (n, k) =
(2)
n−k
0.01 × 0.01
,
if n ≥ k
C. Comparative Analysis
In general, Raptor codes can be viewed as the concatenation
of several codes. On the older systematic Raptor code, the
most-inner code is a non-systematic Luby Transform (LT)
code [13], which provides the fountain property of the Raptor
codes. This non-systematic Raptor code is not constructed
by encoding the source symbols with the LT code, but by
encoding the intermediate symbols generated by an outer highrate block code. This means that the outer high-rate block code
generates the intermediate symbols using the input symbols.
Finally, a systematic realization of the code is obtained by
applying some pre-processing to the source symbols such
that the input symbols to the non-systematic Raptor code are
obtained. On the newly introduced RaptorQ code, although
most of the basic encoding steps are identical to those of
Raptor code, there are several improvements and additions to
the encoding and decoding processes.
On RaptorQ, before the intermediate symbol generation,
each FEC source block is augmented with additional padding
symbols for encoding and decoding purposes. Padding out a
FEC source block enables faster encoding and decoding and
minimizes the amount of information that needs to be stored.
On the following step, for the generation of the intermediate symbols from the source symbols, RaptorQ introduces
enhanced generator and pre-coding relationships (i.e., a twostage pre-coding algorithm using LDPC and HDPC codes) in
comparison with those of the existing Raptor code. Finally,
in the second encoding step of RaptorQ, a modified, more
efficient encoding process than this of Raptor, is applied in
order to generate the encoding symbols.
However, the key differentiation between the two FEC
schemes is that the standardized Raptor code operates over
Galois field GF(2) [14], while the enhanced RaptorQ code
introduces the use of arithmetic operations on octets, which
mathematically can be thought of as elements of a finite field,
i.e., the finite field GF(256) [11]. Operating over GF(256)
allows RaptorQ to overcome the performance limitations of
Raptor code, since the operation over larger finite fields offers
the potential of achieving enhanced recovery with lower reception overhead. More precisely, the best recovery probability a
1
if k + m
code operating over GF(2) can achieve is 1 − 2m+1

encoding symbols have been received, while using symbol
operations over GF(256) achieves recovery from the reception
of k + m encoding symbols with probability 1 − 2561m+1 .
Furthermore, in order to avoid increasing the computational
complexity, RaptorQ uses a clever combination of GF(256)
and the low-complexity GF(2) operations, so that the vast
minority of the symbol operations are over GF(2) and only
a small minority are over GF(256).
Except from the use of symbols over larger alphabets,
another new technique improving the decoding performance of
RaptorQ is the use of the permanent inactivation [6], which is
an interesting extension of the LT code and of inactivation decoding. In brief, a limited number of the intermediate symbols
are declared to be permanently inactive while the remaining
majority of symbols are LT symbols. In the encoding and
decoding procedure the permanent inactive symbols are treated
differently from the LT symbols utilizing an innovative technique which enhances the recovery properties of the RaptorQ
code.
Regarding functional capabilities, the number of encoding
symbols RaptorQ can generate, is up to 16777216 symbols i.e.,
256 times more than the foregoing Raptor code. Moreover,
RaptorQ can encode up to 56403 source symbols into a
single source block in contrast to 8192 of the Raptor code.
Expanding the range of these two parameters simplifies the
application of the AL-FEC protection. Obviously RaptorQ
can perform better and more flexible than the standardized
Raptor code both for file delivery and streaming services.
RaptorQ can deliver files up to 3.4 GB as a single source block
maximizing the protection efficiency due to the spreading of
protection across the whole file, particularly for the delivery
of very large files. Furthermore, on delay-sensitive real-time
applications, the RaptorQ flexible range of the block size
allows to determine a QoS trade-off between protection and
latency considering the delay constraints of the transmitted
application.
Finally, regarding the complexity of the presented Raptor
FEC codes, in general both of them require linear encoding
and decoding time i.e., the computation complexity of the FEC
encoding or decoding process is proportional to the size of
the source data. However, as illustrated in [7], RaptorQ code
requires significantly higher decoding times than the existing
Raptor code considering several block and symbol sizes. This
is reasonable, since the tremendous improvement the GF(256)
operation introduces on the decoding failure probability has a
price, i.e., the higher decoding complexity of RaptorQ.
III. S IMULATION F RAMEWORK
In order to simulate the application of the two examined
AL-FEC schemes over 3GPP MBMS environments, we utilize
the ns-3 network simulator [8]. Our simulation model is
composed of a source entity which is responsible to introduce
the modeled applications into the multicast gateway (GW)
and furthermore to apply the AL-FEC protection concept on
the transmitted data. Thereafter the multicast GW undertakes
to forward the IP multicast flow to the simulated 3GPP

radio access network, named evolved UMTS terrestrial Radio
Access Network (eUTRAN). Finally, within eUTRAN, the
base station, named evolved Node B (eNB), transmits the
multicast traffic to multiple User Equipments (UE)s dropped
in a specific cell area. The simulated network topology is
illustrated in Fig. 2 and Table I presents further simulation
settings we adopted during the conduction of the simulation
experiments.
The modeled physical (PHY) channel covers several 3GPP
requirements. More specifically, regarding the simulated channel coding scheme, PHY-FEC is applied to the data streams
before the transport over the radio link. The applied coding
scheme on the multicast channel is based on convolutional
coding with fixed rate 1/3. Moreover, a 24-bit CRC protection
is attached to the transmitted bitstream. On the modeled
PHY layer, the successful reception of each PHY-FEC block
is calculated according to a Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
estimation based on OFDM simulation traces. Finally, the
blocks are concatenated in order to determine if the source
burst can be reconstructed and forwarded to the upper layers.
The most important part of the simulation model, the ALFEC protection is modeled on the application source before
the transmitted data being forwarded to the multicast GW.
According to the specified Source Block Length (SBL) the
transmitted packets are organized in AL-FEC source blocks
and thereafter the redundant AL-FEC symbols are produced
for each source block. The number of the generated additional
AL-FEC symbols is determined by the transmission overhead
a multicast sender introduces to the transmission. Thereafter,
the generated source and repair symbols, with the assumption
of one FEC symbol per packet, are transmitted through an IP
multicast flow to multiple recipients. At the receiver side, the
probability of successful recovering each AL-FEC protected
block derives from (1) and (2) when Raptor and RaptorQ code
application is evaluated respectively.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
This section presents the experimental results we extracted
through the previously described ns-3 simulation environment,
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evaluating the application of the two AL-FEC schemes over
both download and streaming delivery scenarios with respect
to the performance of an ideal fountain code. While an ideal
fountain code has zero reception overhead i.e., the number
of received symbols needed to decode the source symbols is
exactly the number of source symbols, Raptor codes have a
performance close to that property, meaning that the number of
received symbols should be slightly higher than the number of
source symbols per FEC block. Subsequently, the comparison
of the two examined AL-FEC schemes with an ideal fountain
code is typical for their performance.
A. MBMS Download Delivery
In the first part of the presented results we evaluate the
application of the Raptor and RaptorQ AL-FEC schemes over
a MBMS download delivery scenario. More precisely, at first
we examine the impacts of the examined AL-FEC codes on
the service coverage considering the exclusive use of the
AL-FEC protection. Thereafter we provide simulation results
considering the total number of retransmitted packets during
the MBMS download session utilizing the AL-FEC protection
in conjunction with a post-delivery ptp file repair phase as
described in Section II-A.
Fig. 3 presents the impacts of the AL-FEC transmission
overhead increment on the amount of UEs that can successfully recover the AL-FEC protected data i.e., the service
coverage in terms of percentage. We assume that a UE can
recover the protected object if the failure probability of the
decoding process is 10−4 or less. For this evaluation the
transmitted object consists of 1024 packets with each size fixed
at 1024 B and the SBL fixed at 512 symbols.
Observing the plotted curves of Fig. 3 we can immediately
remark the extremely close to ideal performance of the RaptorQ, since an ideal FEC code achieves less than 1% better
service coverage than RaptorQ. On the other hand, Raptor code
presents performance quite far from the ideal FEC code and
only achieves a little closer performance to that of RaptorQ
for high values of transmission overhead where AL-FEC has

to confront UEs with high packet loss rates. This behavior is
expected considering that RaptorQ requires only 2 additional
symbols to meet the ideal FEC code performance according
to the failure probability threshold, while Raptor code requires
reception overhead equal to 24 additional symbols per source
block. Moreover, we can observe that RaptorQ can operate
almost ideal from the very first additional symbol, while the
standardized Raptor code requires significantly more symbols
to provide the possibility of successful recovering the protected
data.
Furthermore, regarding the curves behavior, we can extract
an efficient interval of transmission overhead selection between 5% and 20%. In more detail, we mean that increasing
the transmission overhead in the specific interval results in
a proportional increase on the amount of UEs successfully
recovering the protected data, while beyond this transmission
overhead zone the gains on the system coverage are minimized.
In Fig. 4 we present the total number of retransmitted
packets during the ptp repair phase in function to the amount
of the introduced AL-FEC transmission overhead. Each UE
that fails to recover the protected data through the AL-FEC
decoding procedure is able to request the retransmission of the
lost data in order to reconstruct the source information through
a ptp session.
As in the previous part of provided results, the plotted
curves immediately reveal the primacy of RaptorQ since
achieves significantly lower number of retransmitted packets
compared to Raptor FEC. We can observe that RaptorQ
performance is just a “step” behind the ideal fountain FEC
code. At this point, we have to clarify that the total number of
retransmitted packets is independent from each code reception
overhead itself and only depends on the service coverage,
because if a UE fails to decode the FEC protected block
requests the retransmission of the exact number of lost source
packets only. Therefore, the extremely close to the ideal
RaptorQ performance but also the closest performance of
Raptor to that of RaptorQ is justified. In addition, we can
observe that Raptor curve presents an initial delay until it can

Fig. 3.
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reach the ideal curve form. This is a direct result of the conduct
described previously in Fig. 3, since Raptor FEC inefficiency
is more pronounced for low values of transmission overhead.
All of the above presented results make clear that RaptorQ
FEC can operate far more effectively than Raptor, providing
significant gains on the transmission efficiency since substantially reduces the required transmission redundancy with all
the benefits this fact implies.
B. MBMS Streaming Delivery
In this subsection we provide a performance evaluation of
the two examined AL-FEC schemes over MBMS streaming
scenarios. We consider the application of the Raptor and
RaptorQ FEC over a multicast video streaming transmission.
For the conduction of the presented simulation results we
utilize H.264 video traces examining the impacts of the ALFEC protection on the tune-in delay with respect to the MBMS
service coverage as defined in the previous subsection. Tunein delay is defined as the time interval between the start of
the packets reception until the start of correct decoding the
received packets of each FEC source block. Tune-in delay
is experienced by a user who joins the multicast streaming
session and the first received packet is anywhere but at the very
start of the FEC source block. On the tune-in process a receiver
first synchronizes to the FEC block, waiting for the reception
and successful processing of each FEC block, before attempting to decode the media. Subsequently, the tune-in delay is a
function of the FEC protection period and the decoding delay,
typically defined as tune-in delay = protection period + ε
[15]. It is obvious that tune-in delay strongly depends on
the FEC encoding parameters and more specifically on the
selected length of the FEC source block and the introduced
AL-FEC transmission overhead.
In Fig. 5 we examine how the tune-in delay varies in
function of the streaming service coverage with the FEC SBL
fixed at 512 and variable length of transmitted packets.
As in the previous subsection, the RaptorQ superiority
over the older Raptor code is directly perceived from the
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plotted curves. Once again, RaptorQ almost perfectly emulates
the performance of an ideal FEC fountain code. Examining
the conducted curves, we can remark that RaptorQ requires
consistently significant lower time for the tune-in process in
comparison with Raptor until the service coverage reaches the
value of about 95%. For higher values of service coverage we
observe that the achieved reduction of RaptorQ on the tunein delay is gradually reduced. This behavior, which is also
denoted in the previous subsection results, is due to the fact
that the AL-FEC transmission overhead has an optimal zone
of efficient operation, always of course with respect to the
system packet loss conditions. Therefore, for high values of
service coverage, where both Raptor schemes has to confront a
small fraction of UEs with extremely bad reception conditions,
the close behavior of the two examined AL-FEC codes is
expected, since as already mentioned the tune-in delay strongly
depends on the transmission overhead while the examined SBL
is fixed.
V. C ONCLUSIONS & F UTURE W ORK
In this work we have provided a performance evaluation
of the most recent member of Raptor codes family, named
RaptorQ code, in comparison with the 3GPP MBMS standardized Raptor FEC scheme. In order to verify the almost ideal
theoretical performance of RaptorQ, we have introduced a
MBMS simulation environment considering the application of
the examined AL-FEC schemes on both download and streaming delivery scenarios over evolved 3GPP systems. From the
conducted simulation results we have verified that RaptorQ
almost emulates the performance of an ideal FEC code
since the minimized required additional data enables RaptorQ
operating with significantly lower transmission overhead in
comparison with the standardized Raptor FEC. This property
is beneficial for the mobile system efficiency since RaptorQ
can effectively operate under poor reception conditions while
achieving significant reduction in the required redundancy.
Furthermore, we were able to examine the reflection of the
enhanced RaptorQ properties on some specific constraints of
both the MBMS delivery methods, verifying once again the

universal supremacy against the existing Raptor FEC scheme.
Concluding, based on the enhanced capabilities and performance of RaptorQ code, the adoption of that new powerful
AL-FEC scheme is expected by several multicast standards.
Concerning some possible future steps that could follow
and extend this work, providing a cross-layer design could be
beneficial for the multicast transmission performance, since
the interoperability between the AL-FEC with lower layers
protection mechanisms could optimize the costly error protection framework in total. Furthermore, it is our belief that the
introduction of an adaptive algorithm computing the optimal
transmission overhead of the AL-FEC mechanism based on
a sophisticated feedback-reporting scheme could further enhance the AL-FEC efficiency. Finally, since the almost ideal
performance of the RaptorQ FEC addresses the shortcomings
of Raptor FEC, we could evaluate the application of ALFEC protection over different transmission environments and
standards.
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